
FACT SHEET HS onTray Frequently Asked Questions

Will this work on Android and iMobile devices?
HS onTray supports Android smartphones and Apple iPhones and iPads.

Fact Sheet

Do we need version 22.3 to use HS onTray, or are we able to it with any earlier versions  
of HS than 22.3? ? HS onTray requires HS version 22.3 or higher.

Will Room Service Connect (RSC) work with HS onTray?
Yes, HS onTray supports both traditional and room service styles, including the option to schedule tray delivery times. Bedside 
Connect and Room Service Connect can still be used by staff for patient selections.

Is the intention for HS onTray to be used only with room service models since there is 
a delivery time field, or is that delivery time field linked to the room service security 
settings and can be hidden? 
HS onTray can be used with both traditional and room service models. Room service models have the option of allowing patients to 
choose whether they want patients to choose meal delivery times.

Will a patient’s self-order show that they also self-ordered their food in RSC? 
Yes, it will. The record and meal will show that it was modified by the patient through HS onTray.

Do the alerts appear in RSC? 
Staff will receive the “digital menu selections” alert in RSC or HS, when patients submit an order using HS onTray. While in the alert 
monitor, staff can select the alert and navigate to that meal to review and update as necessary.
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Is HS onTray the same as TouchPoint Dining (TPD)? If not, how is HS onTray different from 
TPD? 
While both solutions allow the patient to order their own meals, the means of ordering are different. HS onTray is utilized via the 
patient’s personal mobile device. TPD entails using third-party edutainment technology such as an in-room TV monitor or tablet.

Is HS onTray an app? 
HS onTray is a web application rather than a standard smartphone app. It does not require an 
app store download or account creation.

If we implemented TouchPoint Dining, will the setup carryover to HS onTray?
Yes, the same setup for TPD can be used for HS onTray. 

If you have an enterprise-type setup, will these settings have to match all child sites, or 
can they be individualized? You can customize the look and feel of each site.
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Can HS onTray be rolled out to only one unit as a test? For example, a women’s unit? 
Yes, you can implement HS onTray at a single site.

How will this protect PHI? 
The link that is sent to patients via HS onTray does not contain any patient health information. All information sent via HS onTray is 
through https, so it is secure.

Is it possible to use cellular data, or is it just through Wi-Fi? 
The first release of HS onTray will require the use of the facility’s Wi-Fi. We are working on offering cellular network service options for 
future releases.

Do email addresses and phone numbers need to be manually added?
The preferred method of contact (either an email address or mobile phone number) must be entered by staff, which authenticates 
the patient and declares eligibility of self-ordering. Once the patient’s profile is authenticated, they will receive a personalized link via 
email or text message that takes them directly into HS onTray. The patient will simply confirm their last name and date of birth.

Can the patient see their diet order?
While patients cannot see the name of their diet order, they can see the effect of their diet order restrictions and reported food 
allergies, along with important meal nutrition values, in their menus.

Could this be used in retail for staff/visitors to order meals before coming to the 
cafeteria?
Currently, HS onTray is only available for use by patients. We are looking into the option to offer ordering for visitors in future releases. 
Our SuitePoint! Online Ordering Now (SPOON) solution offers retail online ordering options for staff.

Does every meal selection need to be reviewed by a staff member? 
Orders do not have to be reviewed if patients are scheduling delivery times. If delivery times are not being selected, then staff need to 
intervene to know when to print the actual meal ticket.

How many days in advance can a patient order? 
Ordering ahead is available for the current day and the next day.

Can patients see the ingredient list when ordering? 
Currently, we are not showing the ingredients, but we do display a recipe description. 

Will there be an option for patients to acknowledge and override nutrient limits? 
Not at this time, but this feature is scheduled for the next release of HS onTray.
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What happens to the cardiac or diabetic patient when nutrient limits are reached?
The first release of HS onTray will not contain nutrient limit functionality.

Will patients always have the option of choosing a delivery time?
Yes, if the site has room service and decides to allow patients to select meal delivery times.

Once a patient confirms their identity, is there an option to send notifications to remind 
them to order their next meal by a certain time? 
Notifications for release one of HS onTray include the personalized link to access the product. We have plans to add further 
notifications in future releases.

Will HS onTray be available in other languages to display menu choices in the patient’s 
primary language? 
Since HS onTray is browser-based, patients can use their preferred language in the browser to translate the site’s content. For 
example, if the Chrome browser is set to translate in Spanish, you’ll be able to view HS onTray menu choices in Spanish.

Are there any pictures of food? Recipe pictures will be available in the next release of HS onTray.

Is there a chat feature in case patients have questions?
We are looking into offering a chat feature in future releases.

Is there a feedback feature in HS onTray? 
A feedback feature is currently unavailable; however, we are considering this for future releases.

Is there a way for patients to request information (e.g., diet information) that could get 
sent to clinical staff? Not at this time.

Will this solution generate any reports that can be accessed via HS or otherwise (i.e., 
allergies)? 
Yes, staff can generate a report of HS onTray usage (in HS HealthCORE). Meaning, a report will be available to show the number of 
orders submitted by patients using HS onTray.

Does HS onTray have a feature for out-of-stock items? It does not.

Can the patients input their preferences? 
Not at this time, but we are considering this feature for future releases.


